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ment-that is, for detecting the relative velocity of a target. When the size of the target is comparable to or larger than the wavelength of the signal, the CF sound is also suited for target detection, because the energy of the reflected sound is highly concentrated at a particular frequency. However, the CF sound is not suited for ranging, localization, and characterization of the target. For these, the short FM sound is more appropriate, because of the wide distribution of sound energy over many frequencies (3). Our second aim in this report is to describe the properties of neurons sensitive to a particular combination of CF and FM components in the orientation sound and echoes, in relation to echolocation.
When the mustache bat receives Doppler-shifted echoes of a higher frequency than its orientation sound, it reduces the frequency of subsequent orientation sounds so as to stabilize the CF2 of the echoes at a particular frequency, 61 to 62 kHz (2). This interesting acoustic behavior, called Doppler-shift compensation, clearly indicates that the bat is sensitive to a target moving relative to it. The cochlear microphonic of this bat is very sharply tuned at about 61 kHz (4-6) and its cochlear nerve fibers tuned to 60 to 63 kHz have unusually sharp tuning curves (5, 6). The sharp filter characteristics of the cochlea increase the signal-to-noise ratio for effective target detection and also the capability of fine frequency analysis for detection of target movement, including the wingbeat of an insect (4-7).
The organization of the primary auditory cortex of the mustache bat reflects the peripheral specialization. About 30 percent is primarily devoted to processing the CF2 in Doppler-shifted echoes (Fig. 1B, 61 -to 63-kHz area) (8) . This area, called the Doppler-shifted-CF processing area, has two coordinates which express either the relative velocity 0036-8075/78/0519-0778$01.00/0 Copyright ? 1978 AAAS (Doppler shift) or the subtended angle (echo amplitude) of a target. Thus, the amplitude spectrum of an acoustic signal is expressed by a spatiotemporal pattern of activity of neurons within these frequency-amplitude coordinates. The selectivity of neurons to acoustic signals differs from neuron to neuron. Some of them are "CF-specialized neurons," which selectively respond to a CF signal but not to an FM sound or noise burst (9, 10). Interestingly, the CF processing area consists of two subdivisions which are suited for either target detection or target localization (11) .
Anterodorsal to the Doppler-shifted-CF processing area is the FM processing area. We have studied its functional organization with techniques that have already been described (9, 10). The experiments were performed on 34 specimens of P. p. rubiginosus from Panama. Most bats were used once a week for 3 to 5 weeks. A bat was lightly anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (12), and the flat head of a 1.8-cm-long nail was mounted onto the dorsal part of its skull with glue and cement. In weeks following surgery, some of the experiments were performed only with local anesthesia (12). To immobilize the head, the shank of the nail was locked onto a metal rod with a setscrew. A tiny hole or holes were made in the skull covering the FM processing area. Through the hole a tungsten wire electrode (7-to 15-Am tip) was inserted orthogonally or obliquely into the cortex, and the activity of either a single neuron or a few neurons was recorded at depths between 100 and 1000 gtm. Unless otherwise stated, 30-mseclong CF tones, 4.0-msec-long FM sounds, or both were delivered at a rate of 2.5 per second from a condenser loudspeaker 66 cm in front of the head. Nerve impulses evoked by identical acoustic stimuli were sampled 50 or 100 times and expressed in the form of peristimulus-time (PST) or cumulative histograms, or both, by a Nicolet computer (for example, see Fig. 1, C and D) . All experiments were performed in a soundproof room, which was heated to 33? to 350C.
In the FM processing area, tonotopic and amplitopic representations are very vague, and not only the second harmonic but also the first, third, and fourth harmonics are projected. Thus neurons in this area show response properties quite different from those in the Dopplershifted-CF processing area. Neurons recorded in each orthogonal penetration showed nearly identical response properties. Most importantly, the majority of neurons studied in this area showed a facilitation of response to an FM sound in one harmonic when it was preceded by a CF or FM component, or both, from another harmonic. To date, we have found 11 types of combinations of two sounds for facilitation: H1-FM2, H,-FM3, H1-FM4, H1-FM2,3, HI-FM2,4, H1-FM3,4, H1-FM2,3,4, FM1-FM2, CF2-FM2 , CF1/CF2, and CFt/CF2,3. That is, there were 11 types of facilitation neurons (13). Each type of neuron was found in a cluster occupying a certain area. Within each area, facilitation was faint at the margin and stronger at the center. There was a continuous spectrum in the degree of facilitation. This was clearly demonstrated when oblique penetrations were made across such an area. The H1-FM neurons showing weak facilitation, for instance, responded to pure tones near CF1, FM1, and FM of some higher harmonic delivered alone, but responded somewhat better to particular combinations. The response to the CF, (at the amplitude for best facilitation) was inhibitory and usually followed by rebound off-discharges. An on-discharge, if any, was phasic. Thus the mechanism for the facilitation of the response to the subsequent FM sound was the rebound off-response to the CF1. In the extreme case, on the other hand, a neuron showed no excitatory response at all to either a CF tone or an FM sound, but responded when the two were combined in a certain way. This type, an H1-FM-specialized neuron, was often inhibited during the H1, so that the neural mechanism for its excitation was probably the same as that for the excitation of the H1-FM-facilitation units. Among the 11 types of neurons, H1-FM2-facilitation neurons were most widely distributed in the FM processing area (Fig. 1B) . This may mean that the H,-FM2 combination is somehow more important than the other combinations in echolocation. Consequently, the properties of H,-FM2-facilitation and H1-FM2-specialized neurons are described in detail. (Fig. 1, C and D) . The response to CF, followed by CF2 was also very poor. The response of the neuron to either CF,-FM2, , CF1-NB, or CF,-CF2 was barely above the criterion of threshold regardless of stimulus level, although a broad range of FM2 J , NB, and CF2 could excite the neuron when these were combined with CF1 (Fig. 2B) . For the excitation of this neuron, the best component following the CFi was obviously FM2 $, as in the natural sound. Other combinations of signals (such as H1-H1 or H2-H2) had no effect on this neuron.
The At a repetition rate of 100 per second, as in the terminal phase of echolocation, the best delay became shorter (2.6 msec), the threshold for facilitation was 36 dB SPL, and the "delay (or range)-tuning" curve became much narrower. At these best delays, this neuron showed clear discharges to each paired stimulus. In contrast, the response to either H2 or H2 (or FM2) alone was barely above the criterion of threshold at low rates (2.5 to 20 per second) and completely disappeared at higher rates, regardless of amplitude. Other combinations of signals, such as H2-H2, had no effect on these neurons. These data indicate that the facilitation is not evoked by the emitted (or echo) H,/H2, but by that of the emitted HI and delayed echo H2 from a target at a certain range. [Of course, the emitted H1 and echo H2 always overlapped at these delays, as is true of pulses and echoes during a target-oriented flight by "CF-FM" bats (1, 2).] These H1-FM2-facilitation neurons are not only capable of responding to weak FM echoes (30 to 40 dB SPL in Fig. 2D ) from a target at a certain range (20 to 167 cm in Fig. 2D ), but remarkably, because of shorter best delays and narrower range tuning, they also appear to track the target with increasing rejection of echoes from objects at other distances as the bat increases the rate of sound emission during the approach to it. In general, higher-order neurons show a broader spectrum of recovery cycles and some of them respond better to an echo from a certain range (16). Furthermore, a few neurons sensitive to a pulse-echo combination with a particular time relationship have recently been found (17). The H,-FM2-specialized and -facilitation neurons are fascinating in that they are able to track an echo source or are tuned to respond best to an echo from a certain range (18). Furthermore, these neurons showed a response latency of 7 to 10 msec to the FM2 component of H2 following H1. Thus the auditory cortex may be involved in echolocation even during the terminal phase of prey capture. The next obvious step is to study the response properties of these neurons with the complete orientation sounds and echoes.
The response properties of H2-FM2-specialized and -facilitation neurons, explained above, indicate that for their maximum excitation there is an optimum combination of two signal elements with respect to their amplitude spectra, over- 19 MAY 1978 all intensities, and time relationship. Since vocal self-stimulation always exists and may be assumed to be relatively constant (14), one may conclude that these neurons are tuned to a target which has a particular cross-sectional area in terms of FM2 and which is located at a particular distance. The response properties of the other seven types of H2-FM facilitation neurons are less well studied than those of H1-FM2-specialized and -facilitation neurons. Our data, however, indicate that these neurons have comparable properties.
The H1-FM-specialized neurons that have been studied were not so specialized as to respond only to a combination of H2 at a particular frequency and intensity and an FM sound of a particular amplitude spectrum. Both the H1 and the FM sound could vary over a certain range, although there was a certain optimum combination. Thus the amplitude spectrum of an acoustic stimulus, which would vary with time, is expressed not only by the activity of specialized neurons in a single column, but also by the activity of those in several columns, and furthermore by that of less specialized or unspecialized neurons in the area surrounding these columns. The FM processing area thus expresses biosonar echoes by the spatiotemporal pattern of neural activity. But the method of expression is quite different from that of the Doppler-shifted-CF processing area. The clear tonotopic and amplitopic representations in the Doppler-shifted-CF processing area are related to the importance of the CF signal in obtaining information about relative velocity and subtended angle of a target (9). The functional organization of this area is probably exceptional because of its high degree of specialization for processing CF signals in the mustache bat. The FM processing area is organized quite differently, probably reflecting the difference in the nature of the information processed in this area. Our series of experiments clearly indicate that each functional division of the auditory cortex is organized differently for processing acoustic signals according to their biological significance.
